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tion about drug activities have been honed over decades.
In many cases, all that is needed is the small amount of
effort required to gather and submit administrative data,
data that are gathered in the normal course of business
for government in any case.
A renewed effort must be made to bolster our collective
knowledge base around global drug issues. This information is in the strategic security interests of all parties
concerned. Information-sharing obligations embedded
in the Conventions are not consistently fulfilled by a
number of key parties. Without this information, it
become very difficult to describe the present situation or
the direction things are going. It also becomes impossible to gauge the impact of specific and collective interventions.
2.5 Take the crime out of drug markets
The discussion above has outlined some of the ways that
global drug control efforts could be improved to reduce
the size of the drug markets and the associated violence
and corruption. First, it suggests several ways current
enforcement practices could be refined:
s

Drugs must remain prohibited because the fact of illegality alone reduces the number of potential addicts,
particularly in developing countries.

s

Drug control must be conducted in ways designed to
limit associated violence and corruption.

s

Drug enforcement should focus less on high volumes
of arrests and more on reducing the size of drug markets through targeted enforcement and situational
crime prevention.

s

The incarceration of drug users should be exceptional;
rather, users should be tracked and addicts brought
into treatment.

s

The addict population should be a priority, as they provide the bulk of the demand.

s

Open drug markets must be closed, using the techniques of situational crime prevention and problemoriented policing.

The discussion then endorses the creation of multidisciplinary strategies tailored to meet the problems posed by
particular drugs in particular places:
s

Planning for drug control must not be centred on law
enforcement agencies, and should involve coordinated
actions from actors in a range of disciplines and government agencies.

s

Enforcement agencies can participate, but need to
move beyond a focus on punitively incarcerating individuals to look at ways of disabling the market, even
when this means forgoing arrests.
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s

Although entrenched markets may be diﬃcult to disable, they can be guided by enforcement action so that
they do the least possible damage.

Finally, this chapter looks at ways the international community can build resistance to drug markets:
s

Both cultivation and transit countries suﬀer from weakness in the rule of law; supporting the growth of institutional strength and integrity in these countries will
make them more resistant to the traﬃcking of drugs
and other forms of contraband.

s

There remains great potential in the Conventions on
Transnational Organised Crime and Corruption to collectively address the problem of global drug markets.

s

There is a strong need to improve and develop international information sharing systems, so that progress
can be measured and interventions evaluated.

A common thread throughout these proposals is the
need to integrate the marginalised individuals, areas,
and nations that cultivate, consume, and distribute
drugs. These people need to be brought in, not pushed
down. They will find it impossible to develop without
getting beyond crime, but it is very difficult to get
beyond crime without some prospect of development. It
is incumbent on all in the international community to
ensure that no one is faced with impossible choices, and
that behaviour that benefits all of us is in the interest of
each of us.
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